THE HARRIER
(JUNE 2020 NEWSLETTER)

SAM TRIGG IN ACTION IN ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

I hope you are managing to keep safe and well and have kept up a reasonable level
of training despite there being no races. Unfortunately due to the continuing situation
with coronavirus we have had to cancel the Erme Valley Relays which were due to
take place on Friday 3rd July.
In this Harrier there is a good mixture of articles with a superb report by Sam Trigg
on his athletics career so far, an insight by Ian Crossley on the brilliant job he has
done as Race Director for the Ivybridge 10K over the years, a French adventure by
Ken Summers and Dave Church, finding out more about promising young athlete
Nathan Brown, the history of the Plymouth Half Marathon and a story about the
SPONGE!
Dave Fox (EDITOR)

Harrier - Notes from the Chairman June 2020
Hello EVH Members - another entry for the Harrier with still no club activity. I hope
most of you by now have been informed that we will not be returning to our ‘normal’
club sessions until at least July 1st, pending Government and English Athletic’s
guidance. However there is some good news, with the latest Government guidance
we can now run within groups of up to 6, ensuring social distancing is maintained. I
have personally ran with 1 other person in the last week of this new relaxed
guidance and have found running with someone else to talk to a breath of fresh air.
To that end, we, the committee, are encouraging our EVH members to take it upon
themselves to organise some small groups of runners. Potentially staggering
meeting times and route choices so as not to pose risk, to each other or the
community. Please feel free to post away in the EVH members Facebook group to
co-ordinate group runs. Happy running!
June Handicap
We have decided to run our June Handicap virtually due to not hosting any club
sessions this month. The route will be the two lap route that we have used for the
last few years, see description below if needed. Once you have completed the run
please let Monica Bristow know your time, she will then add this to the list and
formulate the Handicap results. This can be done via one of the following:
1. EVH Members Facebook group
2. Text 07701045115
3. Email monicabristow23@btinternet.com
4. Or private Facebook message to Monica directly
Many thanks in advance to Monica for formulating the results.
Route:
Start at the Rugby Club car park, exit and run down St Peters Way to Filham park,
continue through the park to the far side, through the gate way and along the
footpath, 1st lap - turn left and run underneath the A38, take a Right and follow the
road around to the Rugby Club, taking a Right turn at the T junction. Proceed on to
St Peters Way toward Filham park again, continuing the park again. Once you have
run along the footpath take a right going uphill. Follow the road around to the right
and continue until you hit another T junction, take the left turn and the next left,
continuing on this road back to the Rugby Club, passing over the A38 and finishing
at the start point, Rugby Club car park - Total distance 4.4 miles
Strava Art Competition
We are still running the ‘Strava Art' competition. This is an idea to keep us motivated
and most importantly, for a bit of fun. Strava is a free GPS tracking app which can be
used from your GPS watch or smart phone. The idea is to go for a run and use your
GPS to draw a picture or write a word. The only rules are you must run it and it
cannot be rude. If you currently use a different app such as ‘Map my run’ then that is

great just please post your route on the EVH members Facebook group. Once we
return to club we can have a vote for the winner and they shall receive a £50 cheque
for the charity of their choice.
Coach Trips
We still intend on putting the free coach trips on for the two races below
Government guidelines permitting.
1.Torbay Relays : Date TBC by Torbay AC (August last year)
2. Eden Project Half and full Marathon 11th October 2020
Full information will be on the EVH Notice Board in the Rugby Club when we
return to club.
Contact information for the Chair
My email address is danielfrancis92@hotmail.com and mobile number
07540924735.
Many thanks,
Dan

Our athletes enjoying training
in Filham park

SECRETARY’S NOTES
What will the new normal look
like?
Another month has gone by and we are
still in lockdown due to the Coronavirus
albeit with signs of improvements.
England Athletics and UKA guideline now
allow us to exercise in small group (6
max) which means we can begin to try
and train together. We are keeping this
mainly informal at the moment and have
begun some junior training with selected
groups.
Because we do not have use of either the
Rugby Club or the Community College we
are having to use our local parks. We also
have to be aware of the general public and
not worry them in any way. It looks like
that many large events are being
cancelled (even up to October) and we are
now begining to wonder about the cross
country season.
There is a lot of negativity around in our
sport about the return to competition so
we probably will need a major change in
social distancing policy for things to
resume at all. This includes Parkruns and
road races of any size. In the meantime
we can at least train and utilise the many
virtual events that are now taking place. I
hope you can try to remain optimistic and
that things will return to the way they
were. In the meantime follow the
guidelines stay safe and fit.

Training and Coaching
We had hoped to return to group training
but we are not yet allowed. We hope you
can begin to get together in small groups
of 6 or less to train. We do not want to
encourage too many groups in the same
place at the same time but we hope we
can start to do this gradually. We have
the Virtual Handicap this week which we
hope you can get involved in. Our juniors
will begin small group training also this
week by invitation. We have also had to
convert the EVH relays into a virtual
event. This will take place over the
weekend of 3-5 July.
Athletes have to run 5km on any course
and provide proof of their performance.
We hope that you can sort teams between
you all and enter. It is free you but we are
trying to raise a £1000 for charity. If take

part please could you donate to the
charity via the Just Giving page.

Track and Field.
We are still hoping that some
competitions can take place from midJuly but we are waiting on the
guidelines from UKA/EA.
It is going to be very difficult under
the current 2m social distance rule to
hold competition. We remain hopeful
that a solution will be found and we
can begin with some very small local
events. There will be no league or
championship events held in our area
but it is still hoped to have some
national events in late September.
At least training is beginning although
jumps are still banned.
England Athletics Website
I would urge everyone to keep
checking the England Athletics
website which has a lot of fantastic
resources for training at home.
If you go to the home page you can
see that they are also putting on
Virtual club nights and webinars on a
host of subjects.
The address is
https://www.englandathletics.org

Forthcoming Events
All events cancelled until at least
the middle of July. There are a
number of virtual events however
being held. Run Britain is licensing
these events and you can see them
at
https://www.runbritain.com/races
Finally……... Please check the
website regularly. We will post any
updates about the situation there
as well as on Facebook and Twitter.
Keep safe and please get in touch if
you need help and advice.

Keith (01752 893573 or
07934373943)
reedy41c@googlemail.com

SAM TRIGG
( his athletics career so far ...... )
I enjoyed reading about Will’s progress last month - it was fun to have two EVHers in
the States at the same time though we never crossed over at a meet (American for
competition). Bizarrely, however, we used to play drums together in the Ivybridge
school bands - for any aspiring athletes, feel free to use this to convince your parents
(and your neighbours) to get a drum kit!

SAM WEARING HIS EVH KIT IN HIS FIRST BRITISH CHAMPS IN 2015
WHEN HE GOT A BRONZE MEDAL and
SAM WITH DIED CHERRY RED HAIR (IN HOMAGE TO PHILLIPS IDOWU)
AT THE MOUNTAIN WEST CONFERENCE
My time in the US, at UNM - University of New Mexico (Go Lobos!), was a little
different to Will’s in a number of ways - not only in the events we do (running very far
and jumping over obstacles vs. running not very far and jumping despite the lack of
obstacles), but also the type of degrees (Undergraduate vs Postgraduate), and the
location (East Coast vs the South West). Although quite different, I’m sure we both
benefited from our time in America as athletes, but also in terms of life experience.
Collegiate sport in America is unfathomably huge. The US Collegiate basketball tournament
(March Madness) is fully televised, universities offer “full rides” (scholarships for degrees, kit,
travel, and even a full living allowance) like the one I was lucky to receive, and the fans are
as diehard as you'd find in premier league football. Without any pro teams, New Mexico's
sports fans poured everything into the UNM Lobos - "football" games would be attended by
tens of thousands, whole weekends are sacrificed to "tailgate" and watch collegiate sports,
and kit and merchandise were sold everywhere in local and chain shops like Walmart. In
athletics, the college system is more competitive than most countries’ national
championships and so coming from abroad you are instantly hit square in the face with that
higher standard. I left the UK as the number 1 triple jumper at University level, and was

plunged into a deep pool of incredible athletes - my winning jump at the British University
Championships would have ranked me just inside the top 100 students in America - I had a
lot of work to do!
The training setup at UNM was simply incredible with an outdoor track, gigantic gyms with
individual stations/racks for each athlete, a training room with all the recovery equipment you
could imagine (including an underwater treadmill which was fun!) and so much more. An
indoor track was also set up for the winter months and hosted big competitions where Greg
Rutherford broke the indoor British LJ record and Christian Coleman smashed the 60m
world record - it’s also where I jumped my indoor PB in an EVH vest (as it was my “redshirt”
season). Day to day I was able to dedicate a lot of hours to do everything right. I’d wake up,
go to class (lectures) in the morning and then head to the “study” (snack) hall for a second
breakfast. I’d then spend an hour in the training room where the athletic trainers (physios)
would get you ready for the day’s training - heat packs, massages, prehab, and rehab. We’d
then have our training sessions, which were in perfect conditions almost year-round Albuquerque boasts over 300 days of sunshine a year, rather different conditions to most of
my sessions at ICC or Brickfields! In a usual week, the jumps and sprints squad would do
five or six track sessions and three weights sessions - a much higher volume than I was
used to but the weather was warmer (ideal for performance and preventing injury in power
events). I also had the time and support to do everything properly outside of training spending many hours on recovery, eating and sleeping a lot, and keeping stress levels
down.
Competing in America was also on another level. Much like a professional team, we
would fly out as a group to each competition - it was refreshing for me to be around a
large group of students who are so involved and so in love with the sport. The actual
competitions drew massive crowds, were amazingly well-run, well-attended by top
athletes, and had a very ‘American’ feel to them. The travelling part was also a lot of
fun, and I am so grateful to have had the chance to compete all over the US - in
Oregon, California, Arizona, Utah, Texas, Kansas and of course New Mexico!

SAM IN ACTION FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

One of my favourite competitions was one I attended both years - the Brian Clay Invite at
Azusa Pacific in California. The weather was always perfect for jumping - a slight following
wind and very hot! In the first year I jumped well and won the competition, my first out-ofState win. In my second year I was in the shape of my life but waiting in the airport on the
way there, I looked up the start list to see who would be putting up a challenge... who else
but Christian Taylor - fresh from winning his second Olympic Games - I couldn’t believe it! It
might be a struggle to retain my title this year! Christian of course attracted a massive crowd
and a few more great athletes to the meet and it was an incredible experience. As his
opening competition of the year, he was only going from a short run-up, and aiming for the
17m mark, and at the time I was getting close to breaking 16m. In the third round I said to
him “I bet I’ll jump 16m before you jump 17m”, and being the competitor he is, he went on to
jump over that twice - spectacular. We chatted a bit between jumps and he was very friendly
and down to Earth. He went on to win his 3rd World Championship Title just 4 months later. I
achieved a new personal best and surpassed the 16m mark a couple of times only to see
that pesky red flag raised! However, the competition inspired me to sail over 16m three times
just two weeks later!

The peak of the collegiate track and field season is the NCAA Regionals (almost the
semi-finals of the national championships) and the NCAA Finals or ‘Nationals’. To
qualify for Regionals, you have to be ranked in the top 48 in the West or East of
America but once there it’s a completely level playing field with the top 12 on the day
heading to Nationals. This makes the Regionals arguably the toughest competition in
the collegiate system with a lot of surprises and big upsets. I went into the regional
championships ranked 10th in the West so if I could match that I would be heading to
the national championships two weeks later. Thankfully Mum and Dad flew to Texas
all the way from Devon to cheer me on and boosted me to a new PB and 4th place
finish with 16.38m - on to the Nationals!

SAM AT THE NATIONALS IN EUGENE NEW MEXICO HAD A SPECIAL
TURQUISE KIT JUST FOR COMPETITORS AT THE NATIONALS and
SAM WITH HIS “ALL AMERICAN” TROPHY

The top 8 in each event at the NCAA Finals become “All-Americans”, a highly coveted award
that exists in all collegiate sports - Forest Gump was an All-American for American Football,
for example! In the field events they allow everyone to have 3 rounds, before cruelly taking
the top 9 to a final three rounds - meaning the scrap for that vital 8th place goes down to the
wire! Unluckily for me, I picked up an injury heading into the weekend of Nationals but the
combination of dragging my parents up to Eugene, Oregon to cheer me on and what I called
“home advantage weather” gave me a fighting chance and I scraped into the top 9 by 2cm
after three rounds. With only one working ankle, and in the torrential rain, I gave it everything
I had in the fourth round and leapt 15.97m (possibly my best ever jump given the conditions
and circumstances) which saw me go into joint 8th place, eventually clinching All-American
on count back would you believe! My performances at the Regionals and Nationals saw me
selected to represent Great Britain for the first time at the World University Championships in
Taiwan which was a truly unforgettable experience.

SAM IN HIS GB KIT AT THE WORLD UNIVERSITY GAMES
TRIPLE JUST FINAL IN TAIWAN

After ending a wonderful two years in New Mexico, I started working in London and
have been there since. Adjusting to training alongside full-time work has been very
difficult and despite having a very good winter training block in 2017 I started the
season with an injury which essentially saw me out of action for 2018. Frustratingly
again, I started the 2019 season with an injury in the very first competition - pulling
my hamstring in my opening jump at the indoor British Championships (sorry Mum
and Dad for coming all the way to Birmingham from Devon, at least it wasn’t Texas!).
However, this was a blessing in disguise as I could leave more time to focus on
friends and family around my wedding that June! At the end of the summer in 2019 I
sat down with my coach, Daniel Hooker, and we had a long chat about why things
weren’t working and what we could do - coming up with a number of positive changes
that my employer thankfully agreed to try out. I am now back in the same form I was in
2017, if not better, which is very exciting - it has been a tough three years!

For now I am ticking over and keeping in shape, with the hope that I might get the
chance to put on the EVH vest this summer. If I do, I believe I’m in good enough shape
to challenge for a medal at the British Championships (hopefully they’ll still go ahead
if safe) which would be a long time coming. Looking further forwards, hopefully I can
stay injury free going into the 2021 season and beyond!

SAM IN THE MEN’S TRIPLE JUMP FINAL AT THE
BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS IN BIRMINGHAM IN 2016

If any of the young athletes would like to ask any questions or for some technical
advice I’m always happy to help out a fellow Harrier - you can email me on
strigg6@gmail.com or message me on facebook (you can find me through the EVH
members page).

The Ivybridge 10K years - 2009 to 2019 (plus 2020…almost!)
AGM November, 2007. I remember it for a couple of reasons. Firstly, as an avid Plymouth Argyle fan,
I was missing an important Championship home banker win, against Leicester City. Unfortunately,
the weather was persisting down. I’d just received a text that the game had been abandoned, with
Argyle winning. Secondly, not properly paying attention in the meeting, I thought I was ‘seconding’ a
proposal. Up went my hand, along with John Lee and Linda Bracher. “Thanks guys”, said Paul Ross.
No problem thought I, I’m sure the proposal was a good one.
Cutting to the chase it appeared I’d joined a race sub-committee, with John and Lynda, to head up
our three races. I don’t remember how the races got dished out, but Lynda got the Relay’s, John the
Beacon Challenge (superseded by the Hanger up and down), and me the 10K.
For the 2008 10K, Keith remained Race Director, but I took up a fairly active role. The race was
already a successful well attended event, with 500 + finishers.
Looking back at the wash-up notes I wrote down ‘John Lee marked the course on his own’. ‘Event
clean down needs more planning and involvement from others’ (and still does).
After properly taking over as Race Director in 2009, there have many amazing times. My goals
were to introduce a quality T-Shirt, Chip timing, and online entry. Roll on to 2020 this is the norm,
but in 2009 these were large event items. My other aim was to reach 1000 entrants.

Something that has changed rapidly over the years is the Health and Safety aspect. The 10K is run
on national speed limit roads. With this comes a responsibility that lays at the door of the Race
Director. This is drummed home when seeing/hearing where events have incidents.

After years of fantastic local Police Support, from PSCO’s and Martin Perry, one year I was
summoned to Ivybridge Police station to meet the new Inspector. This was the dawn of an era
where the Police had to step back from supporting public events, which is why a number of
carnivals and events on the Public Highway disappeared. Traffic management was now in the
hands of 3rd party organisations, charging handsomely for the opportunity. As we self-managed,
fortunately very well due to the skills of John Lee and Kevin Paull, we were comfortable. This was
much to the disgust of the new Inspector who promptly ripped me to bits. At one point I thought I
was going for a night in the cells. I escaped with mild hand cuff burns, a John Wain walk, and 75
points on my driving license.
With the voice of Inspector Leisk still ringing in my ears, the following year I had a 35-page
event/traffic management plan in place. That’ll show him, but he had departed Ivybridge, taking
up a starring role in Police Academy part 6.

You would be amazed how quickly your
focus changes from who wins races, to
getting every runner home safely. The ‘it will
be alright on the night’, ‘people will turn up
on the day’ approach is not acceptable in the
modern era, when organizing mass
participation events. Its a management
cliché, but it’s the 6 P’s of leadership (look it
up).
When asking for 95 people to help at the
10K, its not just for a laugh. On 10K race day,
when the race starts, I get to walk around a
lot, letting you get on with it. I see every area
at work. That’s why we need 95 people.

I didn’t quite reach my goal of 1000 entrants, and in its current format there are various pinch points
preventing the entry limit (875) increasing. Watching 800+ plus runners exit the station car park is an
awesome sight, but watching runners crossing into the opposite carriageway, or spectators crossing
the wrong side of Traffic Management Operatives (TMO’s), into the path of an oncoming bus is
amongst the most heart stopping sights. Fortunately, my Inspector friend had moved on, but I can
just imagine the conversation…
This is why we need to flood the course with Marshals, and those marshals must be vocal in not only
encouraging runners, but giving firm guidance to spectators and road users.
Rugby Pitch - There have been many challenges over the years, some of which I look back on fondly,
others maybe not so much. Development of the rugby club pitch in 2018 was not an enjoyable time.
Every time we planned, the rugby club would throw another curve ball, that’s when they could be
bothered to communicate at all. In the end we were very fortunate with the developers. But there
were some sleepless nights.

Alan’s Chair - The 10K requires a huge number of volunteers. Inevitably I had to look outside of the
club to fill a lot of the places. These people have little or no affiliation with the club. For a few years I
enlisted the help of ex-member Alan Ayres. Alan would take up a fairly crucial position on the course
at Davids Lane. Alan would come equipped with a camping chair and plenty of beer. Unfortunately,
Alan would take residence in the chair at around 6:15 and not move for the next 2 hours. After
hearing that members of the public had to get involved and give guidance to runners and drivers. An
amusing story now, but it meant Alan and his chair had to be retired.
Mountains out of mole hills - Of all things to be concerned about, two things stick in my mind, that
although completely minor, seemed to consume me during various years. Pasties for volunteers
always plagued me. Too many, not enough, distributed to the wrong people, people attempting to
exchange vouchers for drinks at the bar. After a 13 hour day, I usually had to face ‘pasty gate’ of
some description.
The 10K date lends itself to, hopefully, kinder weather conditions. Hmm… We’ve had gales, sheet
rain (apparently you can get 15 Marshals in the bus shelter at Wrangaton), and heat like the surface
of the sun. A few years back it was very windy, and for some reason my usual source for sandbags
had let me down. I spent the entire Saturday morning driving around finding sandbags. Sorry South
West Highway’s (well, they were Amy then).
T-Shirts - The T-shirt has become as famous as the race, with people entering just to get the next
colour, or running competitions on the colour. I’ve even been offered a ‘donation to the club’, to
reveal the colour.
In my first couple of years as Race Director I sourced T-shirts from well-known distributor in the
North of England. My contact drove me absolutely bonkers. His response to communication was
worse than Ivybridge Rugby Club. When he did get in touch, there was never a rush. Relax, stay
calm! That was until the Icelandic ash cloud. The shirts were manufactured in the Far East and would
arrive very close to race day (despite being ordered 3 months prior). On this particular year the shirts
arrived on the Thursday before the race, in mixed boxes. Jo and I spend all night sorting them out.
She still hates the sight of the shirt now.

Some People - Despite being volunteers, the time put in, and the low cost of the event, you
wouldn’t believe what criticism comes back, and what people want/expect, either on the day or by
‘keyboard warriors’ after the event.
T-shirt, chip timing, results, online entry, car parking all get a beating. I do wonder sometimes what
people want from an event, with our facilities and infrastructure, that costs £15 worst case.
Fortunately, the enormous amount of positive feedback WE receive, makes me think we are doing
something right!
2020 10K -This year’s event was planned and we had taken 450 entrants. We have given full
refunds, although absorbed some cost. This has gained us gravitas amongst many entrants, so will
benefit us long term. That said, due to sponsorship, which Phil Adderley (Fine Tubes) has kindly
allowed us to carry over to 2021, will see us make a small profit!

I could go on - There are many things that I could write about, but guess I need to finish
somewhere. I’ve missed out the hours we’ve spent at committee meetings talking about toilets, me
chasing a departing St John Ambulance across the car park as their casualty was left propped up
against a wall in the Rugby club entrance, and several other funny stories.
Stats - Sorry, but some boring stats from the last 11 years. I work in Engineering/Manufacturing, so
I love stats.
• Number of finishers: 7747
• Medical incidents: 3 minor incidents (including a guy who worked for me, I should I say used
too…).
• Number of sponsors: 13
• Profit £33,000 (Approx.)
Legacy:
I was fortunate to inherit an already successful event, but was able to take that in a direction where
it became a leading local event. The Wain Homes housing development will provide a challenge for
2021, but having opened up communication with them this year, I’m sure both parties can work
together so as not to compromise the event.
Chris May will be picking this up in 2021, so please give Chris your full support.
That’s all from me folks!

Ian Crossley

and a late entry for ‘THE LONDON MARATHON CHALLENGE’
Ian Crossley
Back in April I should have been running in the Taunton Marathon. Seeing others
last weekend run two half marathons on consecutive days, when they should have
been competing in the London Marathon, gave me the idea to attempt the same
challenge. Bearing in mind my training had significantly tailed off since early March,
when the race was postponed.
Yesterday and today became my own race days. Not sure the back to back thing
helped as yesterday I felt good and could have kept going. Today hurt from mile 1 –
completed an old Plymouth Half Marathon route (twice), with the exception of
Saltram.
Relatively pleased, but am now going for a lie down!

PARIS

Well the crazy idea came from Dave
Church – did I want to Parkrun in Paris
but the trip will be by coach. Yes – why
not! Was that a good decision?
We met at Dave’s for the car trip to
Bristol. Special parking at the hotel
underground car park and tea and
beer at Pieminister (recommended) in
Gloucester Road.
There were four other parkrunners on
the bus who seem to travel every
week! Loading the bus was long drawn
out – a sign of events to come.
We arrived at Dover, off the bus for
customs and we had to fill out a form
which one family could not manage,
with the driver up and down the bus.
The upshot was we missed the ferry
and had to catch the next one.
Normal ferry crossing – the French
can’t cook an English breakfast but I
suppose it’s in the name!
Leaving Calais our driver seemed to
lose his way and we took some time
getting out of the port. The journey
was tedious with our driver stopping at
tolls to get out paperwork. Talk on the
bus was that the 9 am start was
looming.
After getting off the bus Dave
navigated us to the train station and
after working the French ticket
machine. We were on the Metro two
stops from Bercy.
On arrival we noted that the Parkrun
had begun! So Dave takes over with
Google phone and we run/walk to the
park, arriving about 9.15. Our luck had

OR

BUST

changed as the event was organised
by a Geordie couple who live in Paris.
In fact all the marshals were English,
including a lady from our coach who
had booked to be a tail runner!
The course was a triangle, hill up, flat
and down three times. We were
allowed to start at the finish and fill in
at the end. It was a lovely run next to
the University in a beautiful park. The
course is used constantly for training
but we were told the French won’t do
Parkrun because they do not trust
anything free, but I think it’s because
the English organise!

All the organisers stopped afterwards
for coffee and croissants at a lovely
local café.

Dave and I walked back through the
park and local market, with superb
fruit, vegetables but mainly cheese. I
had trouble moving Dave who would
have bought a coach load!

The journey was difficult, with road
works so the driver decided to use the
tunnel! This is amazing and we proved
that the train stays still and they move
the countries – it’s so quiet!
Finally on the coach for Bristol but on
arrival we could not get Dave’s car out
of the car park – just what we needed.
Dave
drove
fantastically,
not
seemingly tired at all. We finally
arrived home at 3 am on Sunday.
The next trip will be plane or train,
although I would go tomorrow if it
meant getting out of the house now!

Stopping only for a pizza and beer we
were back at the bus station to board
the apply named BlaBlaBus for our
return.

As they say in France – Tous les
Samedi a 9 hours.
Ken Summers and Dave Church

and more news from the Bath Half Marathon ......

The Erme Valley Harriers ladies team of Alison McEwing, Alison Thorn and Cleo
Perry won the Senior Ladies Open Team Award. They all received a gold medal
and £100 each.

‘WHO’S WHO’
NAME: Nathan Brown
BORN: 26/05/1999
P.B.s:
400m: 51s
800m: 1.56.06
1500: 4.06
3000m: 9.07

ACHIEVEMENTS:
Devon Schools 800 champion x 3
Southwest Schools 800 champion x 2
Devon County 800/1500 x 4
Southwest intercounty 800 champion x 2
Multiple National schools and national intercounty XC finalist
Club 800m record holder
Part of Loughborough winning BUCS XC team 2019 and 2020

PROUDEST MOMENT:
First southwest schools title
Representing Loughborough University for the first time
WORST MOMENT:
Breaking my foot at BUCS XC 2019
MAJOR INFLUENCES:
David Rudisha
Jake Weightman
Matt Centro
Shelby Houlihan
MOST ENJOYABLE TRAINING:
400, 300, 200 x 2 or 200s, speed
WORST TRAINING:
Long run

ATHLETIC AMBITIONS:
BUCS Track and Field for
Loughborough
1.52 800
3.55 1500
Represent England
HOBBIES/INTERESTS:
Surfing
Climbing
Traveling

FAVOURITE FOOD:
BBQ Chicken
FAVOURITE FILM/TV PROGRAMME:
Game of Thrones or SAS: Who
Dares Wins
JOB AMBITIONS:
Geoscientist/Geomorphologist

VIEWS ON ATHLETICS:
The most inclusive sport, incredibly harsh but rewarding. Ban all drugs cheats
forever.
TYPICAL WEEKS TRAINING:
40-50 miles
Monday: AM Weights PM 30- 40-minute run
Tuesday: AM Swim PM track or grass session
Wednesday: AM 45-minute run PM Circuits + strides
Thursday: Tempo run and strides
Friday: Rest
Saturday: Hills or tempo session
Sunday: 60-70 minute long run

PEACEFUL SCENES ON HENLAKE DOWN

History of the Plymouth
Half Marathon
The first Plymouth Marathon was
held in the early 1980’s to coincide
with the “Running Boom” at that
time and was organised for many
years by the Plymouth Junior
Chamber of Commerce. As entry
numbers dwindled an alternative
Half Marathon was introduced to
supplement the Marathon event.
With dwindling numbers taking part
in the Marathon it was eventually
dropped and just the Half Marathon
held. The organisation of the Half
Marathon passed between numerous
groups until eventually it was not
held at all in 1993. At that time a
couple of enthusiastic Club Runners
and employees of DML approached
the Company Sports and Social
Club Manager to try and get support
to organise a Half Marathon in1994. With the support of DML Sports and Social
Club (now Babcock Marine Sports and Social Club) and other local Athletic Club
members came the rebirth of the Plymouth Half Marathon. The event is now
owned by 'Plymouth Half Marathon Company Limited'.
From the first organising meeting the aim of the event management team was to
bring to Plymouth an event for the community that the City could be proud of and
raising monies for local charities.
The first event in 1994 attracted some 800 entries and numerous headaches and
anxious moments for the organisers. For the first two years it was held in
conjunction with a Vintage Bus Rally from Plymouth Hoe Promenade with athletes
starting and finishing through a corridor of buses. In conjunction with Plymouth
City Council the first “Festival of Running” was held in 1996 and a family “Fun
Run” introduced. The event was beginning to grow in stature and size. With the
turn of the Millennium the event targeted “2000 runners for 2000”. This figure was
surpassed and the Plymouth Half Marathon was now recognised locally as one of
the city’s major sporting events and was acclaimed in the Top 10 Half Marathons
in the UK, a ranking that has been maintained annually since.
An enforced change to the route in 2001 due to the Foot and Mouth outbreak

affecting access to Saltram Park produced the most exciting finish in the men’s
race ever seen at the event. The event attracts entrants from across the UK and
across the World and since 2000 has hosted the “Warriors across the Sea”
challenge between the Royal Navy/Royal Marine team and the United States
Marine Corp.

Richard Bristow wrote about the Plymouth Half Marathon of 1991:
‘In keeping with current trends the Plymouth is now a Half Marathon. Since 1982
there has been a marathon, combined with a half, but this year only a half on the
second part of the marathon course.
I had misgivings before this year’s event. I didn’t think the atmosphere would be
the same for a half marathon, but I was wrong. There were just under 1000 runners
with a good crowd on route and at the finish on the Hoe. This year’s race was
organised by Drake Hash and Marjons – in some ways an unlikely combination,
but the end result was a generally favourable race.
As with any race with this number of entrants, there was the odd assortment of
incidents of runners without numbers and finishers racing over the line, who had
obviously not run the whole race. There was also four people hospitalised – one
discharged himself and thinking he had 6 hours to finish (as mentioned on the
entry form) started for the finish only to be readmitted, suffering from cramp. I
wonder how many injuries there would have been had it been a marathon. I think
perhaps there wouldn’t have been any. It’s easy to see people running full
marathons and think a half is no trouble, but it’s still 13 miles and cannot be taken
for granted. Runners are more likely to be better prepared for a marathon and don’t
attempt them without training.
With the demise of Plymouth and Dartmoor in doubt there is a chance that Devon
will be left without a marathon – a strange situation considering the number of
races there was a few years ago. It will make the County Championships a bit
difficult! Plymouth was always a hard marathon and too late in the year for a
comfortable run, even in the worst of British summers.’

Paul Ross put in a lot of work for DML in the 1994 race but alas didn’t take part
as he sustained a shoulder injury before the start.

THE PLYMOUTH HALF MARATHON OF 2008

THE PLYMOUTH HALF MARATHON OF 2011

What ever happened to the Sponge!!!
Seeing former Harrier Richard Ayson
running (or trying to as he told me) the
other day reminded me of the time
when Richard entertained the crowds
at the Torbay and Plymouth Half
Marathons dressed as SpongeBob
SquarePants.
For many years Richard was used as
publicity material when advertising the
Torbay Half Marathon. I think he
stopped wearing the costume when ‘it
fell apart!
Although I am no expert on
SpongeBob you will find that he is an
American animated comedy character
and is a yellow sea sponge that lives in
the city of Bikini Bottom deep in the
Pacific Ocean. He works at the Krusty
Krab restaurant and is friends with a
starfish called Patrick.

I recall the days when sponges were
regularly used in Marathons, Half
Marathons and Triathlons. Have they
vanished completely or are they still used?
I found the sponges very useful on very
hot days as you dipped them in a bowl of
cold water and wiped your face or
squeezed the sponge over your head.
Unfortunately sometimes sponges were
recycled as they were picked up off the
ground by the volunteers but when you
came to use them they were dirty and
smelly!
I suspect ‘Health and Safety’ issues and
the involvement of Risk Assessments
taking into account slips and trips saw the
end of sponges being used.
I get the impression that sponges are still
used in China and Japan as the following
comments by a runner might suggest:

‘I always use the marathon cooling
sponges which you can grab on each aid
station/gel and sponge station to keep you
cool.
Squeeze the sponge on the head directly to let
the ice water flow through your skin. There is a
better way to keep you cool - just remember to
grab a few ice cubes when you take the
sponge from the station - put the ice cubes on
the top of the sports sponge, then put your hat
on over both…as the ice cubes will melt into
the sponge, it create a cool spot on your head
and a nice trickle of water running down your
neck.
You can also use your running headband or
outdoor headscarf to bind up with the sponge a cooling sponge can hold 25ml-30ml water
as a minimum that you can squeeze several
times to let the water cool your body down
slowly.’

Any views then drop me a line – Editor

